
 

Basic skeleton for descriptive writing – do remember that good descriptive writing always allows a 

reader to FEEL something – it creates a MOOD or ATMOSPHERE – Poetry is 

Descriptive writing = SENSORY 
EXPLOSION:

WHAT DO YOU:

smell

taste

see

hear

touch 

and then 

FEEL (as in emotion)

Build word 
banks 

adjectives

adverbs 

strong verbs

Nouns give you 
the opportunity to 

be specific  use 
them 

specifically!!!

Create figuartive 
language - personify 

something to give it a 
feeling - create a 
metaphor  on the 

topic etc 

Descriptive 
writing is al 

about creating a 
MOOD or 

atmosphere - i 
was to feel the 

mood - is it 
scarey, is it 
gushy, is it 

enchanting etc

Imagine you are 
painting a picture or 

taking a SINGLE isolated 
snapshot - what did you 

capture in that 
MOMENT - paint it with 

words!!



basically descriptive writing – it’s the BEST WORDS in the BEST ORDER – in other 

words it is structured so precisely that you are moved b it… 

 

Narrative writing on the other hand (as you will have understood today – is a 

sequence or series of moving events much like being a camera man that is 

intent on creating a storyboard based on the visual action – obviously there 

are character and settings and other narrative features but we will get to 

these at a later stage… 

 

Thus,using Alastair’s word bank: 

Large 

Foreboding 

Dilapidated 

Rotting 

Ancient 

Leaky 

Lonely 

Musty 

Broken windows and  

Scary 

 

We can create a rather nice picture of an old house that seems isolated and run rundown, but that 

has a feeling of unsurity or suspense of mystery or isolated etc on a hill: 

The LARGE house loomed on the dried out hill. Its FOREBODING black pathway, a beckoning 

tongue that appeared t at any moment want to lap one in. The wind whistled a disenchanting 

sterile screech and the ANCIENT house moaned in reply to its ever present liquid visitor. 

The house inhaled its own MUSTY scent of LONELY ROTTENESS. The BROKEN WINDOWED eyes 

peered in ward on the ever present, drip..drop…drip…drop of its watery guest. Standing alone, 

shattered by neglect, it reeked the DELAPIDATED echo of what was. 

Comment [R1]: The only word that has 
no relevancy in context as this is the 
MOOD!!! 

Comment [R2]: STRONG VERB 

Comment [R3]: STRONG VERB 

Comment [R4]: STRONG VERB 

Comment [R5]: TRONG VERB 

Comment [R6]: STRONG VERB 

Comment [R7]: STRONG VERB 

Comment [R8]: STRONG VERB 

Comment [R9]: ONOMATOPOEIA… 

Comment [R10]: STONG VERB 

Comment [R11]: SRONG VERB 



 

You will note the 10 strong verbs to match the word bank – all a little ominous and scary like – this 

is the secret ingredient here– although it essentially personifies the house it allows the reader to 

picture the house in one’s mind eye and thus creates the very present – ominously lonely mood!!! 

Clever hey!!??? 


